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Doki doki ending guide

If you made it in the first playthrough of the Doki Doki Literary Club, you might be relieved to know that the game has multiple endings for players to discover. In this guide, you'll learn how to get the best ending in a pounding literary club called Enhancement, which ends with DDLC. Players must complete the game at
least once to get the best/full ending in the Pounding Literature Club, so finish the game first before continuing with this guide. Pounding Literary Club - Best Ending/Ending Ending Guide Before you can get a fulfilling ending at the Pounding Literature Club, you must first have a clean, un-broken save file. This may sound
scary if you haven't played the game yet, but trust us, it's part of every DDLC experience. If you've played at least once through DDLC, chances are you've ended up with Monica's ending. This ending is often referred to as a bad ending or just monica ending because she is the only one left at the end of the game. This is
the most common ending for most players in the first playthrough of the DDLC. If you haven't played the game yet, you can skip this section and continue below to get the best ending at the Pounding Literature Club. How to fix your game file after monica ends after winning just monica ending, your game will be
ostensibly broken. To access the menu and start another play, you need to fix the broken game files. Fix broken pounding literature club game files and follow these steps to get a fulfilling ending: access the Doki Doki Literature Club game folder on your PC. Open the game folder and look for the firstrun file. Deletes the
firstrun file. Restart the Pounding Literary Club and start a new game. After deleting your firstrun file, you should now be able to start a new, fresh playthrough and win the best ending at the Doki Doki Literary Club. Pounding Literary Club - How to get all the cut scenes To get the best ending in the pounding literary club,
you need to unlock all the cut scenes for each character in the game before the end of Act 1. To save time, you need to enter your game settings and choose to skip all dialogs that are not visible. If you play Blind Playthrough and follow the steps above, the game will show you the dialogue you think you are playing for
the first time and have already seen. Well, your goal from here is to try to win all the character cut scenes before the end of Act 1. You essentially do three separate playthroughs of the game and finish before you reach the end in a certain situation. Unlocking each girl's cut scenes requires a similar step every time:
appeal to the girl, write a poem she likes, and confess your love for her. Then you have to finish the game and (in most cases) start over before witnessing any death. Of course, each girl reacts a little differently, so you have to makeadjusted according to the girl you're mouthing. Saori Cut Scene starts a new game and
appeals to Saori. Use solemn or bittersweet words when writing poems for Saori to unlock two special cutsens. Confess your love for Saori at the end to get her third cut scene. Don't worry who Saori chose to help prepare for the festival in this playthrough, as it comes to you. But before witnessing Saori's death and the
next playthrough in this, make sure you finish on the main menu, or otherwise you won't get the best ending in the DDLC. Start a new summer tree cut scene game (before Saori's death) and now appeal to Natsuki. Unlock two special cut scenes with cute or fluffy words when writing Natsuki's poems. Choose Natsuki to
help prepare for the festival at the end to get her third cut scene. When Saori arrives, make sure you finish on the main menu before witnessing her death. Again, when you reach the point where you want to see Saoli, finish the game here and start the next playthrough. If you check her out to find her dead, this will ruin
your chances of winning the best ending in the pounding literary club. The choices she presents to you are not important here. Yuri Cutseens Starts a new game (before Saori's death) and now appeals to Yuri. Use words that appeal to Yuri when writing her poems to unlock two special cutsens. Finally choose Yuri to help
prepare for the festival to get her third cut scene. Do not end up in the main menu to start a new game. This time, we must witness Saori's death. Now it's time to prepare for the uneasy ending of the game. When you unlock Yuri's cut scenes and witness Saori's death, the game glitches and Saori disappears from the
game. Instead of restarting, keep playing the game. Things get a little hectic as the girls go crazy and Monica now removes the rest of the characters. The game plays like Monica's ending, but this time we've collected all nine girl cut scenes (three scenes from Saori, Natsuki and Yuri). Do not delete the moniker when
you receive a delete message. Instead, play a game with Monica in Boyd, write her a poem and continue her dialogue until she sits down and stares at you. Then open the game installation file. Because you are deleting other files, only monika folders must exist in the character file. All you need to do now to achieve a
good ending in DDLC is to delete the 'monika.chr' file. When you return to the game, in some dialogue, a glitched version of the moniker remains. Eventually it will be sent back to the main menu and Monica should be missing. Start another game and continue through the dialogue, cut scenes with Saori. The game starts
to glitch and after the credits you will see a special message from the developer at the end. Congratulations, you just won the best ending at the Pounding Literacy Club!By following these steps, you'll be unlocking the best/fulfilling endings in the pounding literary club. The game is more than broken from here, so you
need to delete the 'firstrun' file as mentioned above or reinstall the game and do another playthrough. There are bad endings, best endings, special endings. The Doki Doki School of Letters is not a traditional visual novel. This is different from what the game allows, the amount of actual endings to the game. You may
see the End screen many times during the playthrough, but some of them are not the end, they are like checkpoints. The game has three actual endings: a bad ending, the best ending, and an alternative special ending. Obvious spoilers ahead. This is your warning. Bad ending This is the ending that most players
receive in the first playthrough. There are no special requirements to get this ending. All you have to do is reach the end of the game. The selected dialog option is not affected by this. This is not a traditional visual novel, so you can't read and cruise the game. The game may appear to freeze or loop, but there is usually a
fourth wall corruption solution. Here's how to get through some of these segments: When the game suggests you can reload the game and fix something, keep playing as normal. You don't have to reload the old save file to get a bad ending. After getting the first end screen, the game is not over. Simply select the option
in the main menu that replaces the New Game option. During the scene with Yuri, where the text box continues to make gibberish, press the Skip command and wait for a while to move forward. During a scene with Monica towards the end of the game, she will tell you how to move forward. You need to delete the
'monika.chr' file in the game's file directory. If you downloaded a game from a website, all you have to do is find the files in the character folder in the same folder that you want to use to launch the game. If you're playing the Steam version, right-click doki Doki Literary Club in the My Games section of the Steam library to
browse properties, local files, and local files. When the game progresses to the title screen, select New Game and continue playing until this ending. Best ending note: If this is your second playthrough, you need to reinstall the Doki Doki Literary Club and select Yes, delete my existing data to play the game. For the best
ending, you need to find all the CG images before deleting the 'monika.chr' file. This can only be done by saving and reloading in certain parts of the game. In this case, it is important to reload the save because the save state is deleted at a certain point in time. Play the usual game to the point where you need to build
your first verse. Save the game. If everything is done correctly, this is the only timeThree different paths must be saved so that they are split from here. Saori's Way requires you to write a poem by selecting a series of predetermined words at three different points. When you select a word that Saori likes, the icon
bounces up and down. Make sure that the majority of your choices are your favorite words. Here are a few words that work: adventure, one person, wonderful, beauty, bed, bliss, broken, serene, charm, cheers, childhood, clumsiness, color, comfort, cry, dance, dark, daydery dream, glare, death, defeat, depression,
embrace, sky, excitement, unusual, family, fear, feather, firefly, fireworks, flower, flying, forgiveness, friend, fun, sadness, happiness, heart, heart holiday, hope, no hope, hurt, joy, laughter, laughter, loud, unhappy, unhappiness, unhappiness, unhappiness, unhappiness, unhappiness, unhappiness, unhappy, music,
nature, sea, pain, party, passion, peace, play, prayer, precious, promise, rainbow, raincloud, romance, rose, sadness, scar, shame, stupid, singing, smile, glow, special, sunny, sunset, sweet, tears, together, tragedy, treasure , not rewarded, vacation, warm, after a short time after the wonderful .3rd verse you will be
asked which girl you preferably want to help with the festival. Select Yuri. When you are talking to Saori after going out with Yuri, please choose the option of I love you. Once you have a CG image of Saori, reload save. Natsuki's PathNow centres on three poems centered on words natsuki likes: anger, blanket, boop,
bouncy, bubble, bunny, candy, cheek, chocolate, cloud, cute, pounding, email, fantasy, fluffy, game, laughing, hair, headphones, hops, jump, blush, cute, kiss, kitty, lipstick, lollipop, marshmallow, melody , milk, mouse, nibble, nightgown, daddy, parfait, piece, pink, playground, poop, puppy, pure, ribbon, shiny shopping,
spiky, spipping, socks, strawberry, sugar, summer, swimsuit, swirl, valentine, vanilla, waterfall, whisper, whistle. After the third verse, if you are asked who wants to help with the festival, choose Natsuki. If Saori appears after Natsuki has left, reload the save. Your three poems around words that Yuri's PathCenter Yuri
likes: afterimage, agonizing, surroundings, analysis, anxiety, redemption, aura, breathing, breathing, cage, captive, climax, pollution, longing, crimson, desire, contempt, fate, determination, confusion, disaster, confusion, confusion, dream, rich, electricity, entropy, essence, eternity, existence, explosion, extreme, purulent,
whimsical, escape, horrible, cemetery, heaven, fear, imagination, incompensable, discord, infinite, infinite, infinite, infinite, carnage, slight, melancholy, philosophy, joy, portrait, question, raindrops, secret, sensation, starscape, suicide, tenacious, time, sensation, creepy, uncontrollable, never end, universe, unconstrained,
unstable, dispersed, dizziness, vibrant, vitality, lively, lively, lively, Anger. Select the option you want until you are asked to notify us.that you love her. Select I love you again. Don't re-load the save! When prompted, do not delete the 'monkia.chr' file immediately. Instead, play the dialog. Monica asks you to write a poem
for her after the dialogue continues. Eventually the text box disappears and you are left with Monica staring at you. This counts as a CG image. At this point, you can safely delete the 'monika.chr' file. If you follow these paths, all CG images are displayed. Continue playing until you go to the title screen and select New



Game as usual. From here, you will be taken to the best ending. Alternative Ending Alternative Ending is a strange little inclusion that ends the game before it starts. To receive this ending, launch the game and delete the 'monika.chr' file before selecting New Game. You can now select New Game and the game will
crash after a few dialogs. Launch the game again so that you will be treated to a special screen. After this, the only way to fix the game is to reinstall it. all, bad, best, pounding literary club, ending, guide, way
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